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%pylab inline
#%matplotlib qt
import sk_dsp_comm.sigsys as ss
import sk_dsp_comm.pyaudio_helper as pah
import scipy.signal as signal
import ipywidgets as widgets
import imp # for module development and reload()
from IPython.display import Audio, display
from IPython.display import Image, SVG

Populating the interactive namespace from numpy and matplotlib

pylab.rcParams['savefig.dpi'] = 100 # default 72
#pylab.rcParams['figure.figsize'] = (6.0, 4.0) # default (6,4)
#%config InlineBackend.figure_formats=['png'] # default for inline 
viewing
%config InlineBackend.figure_formats=['svg'] # SVG inline viewing
#%config InlineBackend.figure_formats=['pdf'] # render pdf figs for LaTeX
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A Quick Intro to pyaudio_helper  
A simplified block diagram of PyAudio streaming-based (nonblocking) signal processing.

 

Some resources for writing pyaudio_helper  apps can be found at:

Link to the Scipy2018 pyaudio helper paper
Link to the ECE 4650/5650, Modern DSP, Project 1 reader document, then check out 
Problem 5

Seeing the Available Devices  

 

 

A Simple One Channel Real-Time Loop Through  

Here we set up a simple callback  function that passes the input samples directly to the 
output. The module pyaudio_support  provides a class for managing a pyaudio  stream 
object, capturing the samples processed by the callback  function, and collection of 
performance metrics. Once the callback  function is written/declared a DSP_io_stream  

pah.available_devices()

{0: {'name': 'USB Audio Device', 'inputs': 1, 'outputs': 2},
 1: {'name': 'MacBook Pro Microphone', 'inputs': 1, 'outputs': 0},
 2: {'name': 'MacBook Pro Speakers', 'inputs': 0, 'outputs': 2}}
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object can be created and then the stream(Tsec)  method can be executed to start the 
input/output processing, e.g.,

where in_idx  is the index of the chosen input device found using available_devices()  
and similarly out_idx  is the index of the chosen output device.

The callback  function must be written first as the function name used by the object 
to call the callback.

import pyaudio_helper as pah

DSP_IO = pah.DSP_io_stream(callback1,in_idx,out_idx,fs=fsamp,Tcapture=2)
DSP_IO.stream(2)

Record_gain = widgets.FloatSlider(description = 'Rec. Gain', 
                continuous_update = True,
                value = 1.0,
                min = 0.0, 
                max = 2.0, 
                step = 0.01, 
                orientation = 'vertical')
Monitor_gain = widgets.FloatSlider(description = 'Mon. Gain', 
                continuous_update = True,
                value = 1.0,
                min = 0.0, 
                max = 2.0, 
                step = 0.01, 
                orientation = 'vertical')

# define callback (3)
# Here we configure the callback to play back a wav file                 
     
def callback(in_data, frame_count, time_info, status):
    global DSP_IO
    global Monitor_gain, Record_gain
    DSP_IO.DSP_callback_tic()
    
    # convert byte data to ndarray
    in_data_nda = np.frombuffer(in_data, dtype=np.int16)
    # Ignore in_data when generating output only
    #***********************************************
    x = in_data_nda.astype(float32)
    y = Record_gain.value*x
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The image immediately above this bullet is a mock-up of what the real ipywidgets will 
look like
The real GUI controls will appear above the image when the above cell is run and all of 
the conditions to run pyaudio_helper  are met (delete the markdown cell above when 
you get the widgets working)
If we set Tcapture = 2  and Tsec = 2  the above cell will run for only 2s, but a 
capture array is created in the array DSP_IO_1.capture  

Capture Buffer Analysis

    # Note wav is scaled to [-1,1] so need to rescale to int16
    #y = 32767*x.get_samples(frame_count)
    # Perform real-time DSP here if desired
    #
    #***********************************************
    # Save data for later analysis
    # accumulate a new frame of samples
    DSP_IO.DSP_capture_add_samples(y)
    #***********************************************
    # Monitor level control
    y *= Monitor_gain.value
    # Convert from float back to int16
    y = y.astype(int16)
    DSP_IO.DSP_callback_toc()
    return y.tobytes(), pah.pyaudio.paContinue

fsamp = 48000
# Tcapture = 0 and Tsec = 0 below means stream indefinitely
DSP_IO = pah.DSP_io_stream(callback,0,0,fs=fsamp,Tcapture=2)
DSP_IO.interactive_stream(Tsec=2) 
widgets.HBox([Record_gain,Monitor_gain])
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Capture Buffer Analysis  
As each of the above real-time processing scenarios is run, move down here in the notebook 
to do some analysis of what happened.

The stream_stats()  provides statistics related to the real-time performance

What is the period between callbacks, ideal not contention theory and measured

The average time spent in the callback

The frame-based processing approach taken by PyAudio  allows for efficient 
processing at the expense of latency in getting the first input sample to the output
With a large frame_length  and the corresponding latency, a lot of processing 
time is available to get DSP work done

The object DSP_IO  also contains a capture buffer (an ndarray), data_capture

Post processing this buffer allows further study of what was passed to the output of the 
DSP IP itself

The object in this lab is real-time streaming, but at times you will use the capture 
buffer  for diagnostics and for further analysis; the real output is sent to the 
pyaudio_helper  output device located at out_idx

The capture mocked-up in the markdown cell below the immediately following cell 
containing plot()  was obtained with a 1 kHz input sinusoid from the Analog Discovery

plot(arange(100)/48,DSP_IO.data_capture[:100])
title(r'Capture a 1 kHz Sinusoid from the AD2')
ylabel(r'Amplitude')
xlabel(r'Time (ms)')
grid();
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Note the raw samples are Python floats  but haven been cast from signed 16-bit 
integers ( int16 ) values that come through the PC audio system.

Support Classes  

class DDS(object):
    """
    Implementation of a DDS that outputs exp(-1j*theta_hat)
    
    Mark Wickert October 2017
    """
    
    def __init__ (self,fcenter,fs,kc = 1,state_init = 0):
        """
        Initialize the DDS with a center frequency in Hz, the
        sampling rate, the gain kc, and initial theta_hat state
        in radians.
        """
        self.fcenter = fcenter
        self.fs = fs
        self.delta_w = 2*pi*self.fcenter/self.fs
        self.kc = kc
        self.theta_hat = state_init
    
    
    def update(self,e_in):
        """
        Update the DDS phase accumulator
        """
        self.theta_hat += self.delta_w + self.kc*e_in
        if self.theta_hat >= 2*pi:
            self.theta_hat -= 2*pi
        elif self.theta_hat < 0:
            self.theta_hat += 2*pi
    
    
    def output_exp(self):
        """
        Output exp(-1j*theta_hat)
        """
        return exp(-1j*self.theta_hat)
    
    
    def set_fcenter(self,fcenter_new):
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        """
        Set a new center frequency in Hz
        """
        self.fcenter = fcenter_new
        self.delta_w = 2*pi*self.fcenter/self.fs

        
class accum(object):
    """
    An accumulator class for use in DPLL loop filters
    
    Mark Wickert October 2017
    """
    
    def __init__ (self,state=0):
        """
        Initialize the accumulator object by setting the state
        """
        self.state = state
        
        
    def update(self,x_in):
        """
        Update the accumulator
        """
        self.state += x_in

class report_status(object):
    """
    A class that enables simple real-time ipywidget status updates 
    at controllable time intervals in pyaudio_helper audio frame 
processing
    
    Mark Wickert March 2020
    """
    
    def __init__ (self,fsamp,Tperiod_sec = 1.0, Nframesize = 1024):
        """
        Initialize the object
        """
        self.count = 0
        self.count_thresh = round(Tperiod_sec*fsamp/Nframesize)
        self.trigger = True
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DPLL Lab Top Level  

Supplied Hilbert Transforming 31-Tap FIR Filter  

    def update(self):
        """
        Increment count modulo count_thresh
        """
        self.count = (self.count +1) % self.count_thresh
        if self.count == 0:
            self.trigger = True
        else:
            self.trigger = False
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Design Hilbert Transform FIR Filters  

Design a Pure Delay Filter  

We need to delay the real part by (31 - 1)/2 = 15 samples to be consistent with the delay 
(group delay) of the Hilbert FIR.

Briefly explain why the b_delay31  design is correct

import sk_dsp_comm.fir_design_helper as fir_h

fs = 48
# Filter coefficients for creating an analytic signal
# Start with a Hilbert bandpass centered around the desired carrier 
frequency
b_hilbert31 = signal.remez(31,[0,10,14.5,17.5,23,fs/2],[0,1,0],weight=
[10,100,22],
                   fs=fs,type='hilbert')
b_hilbert31_alt = array([-4.1956e-03,  1.3525e-15, -9.2821e-03,  5.2595e-
16, -1.8836e-02,
                          1.0162e-15, -3.4401e-02,  8.0018e-16, -5.9552e-
02,  1.1119e-15,
                          -1.0304e-01,  7.7037e-16, -1.9683e-01, 
 2.1310e-16, -6.3135e-01,
                           0.0000e+00,  6.3135e-01, -2.1310e-16, 
 1.9683e-01, -7.7037e-16,
                           1.0304e-01, -1.1119e-15,  5.9552e-02, 
-8.0018e-16,  3.4401e-02,
                           -1.0162e-15,  1.8836e-02, -5.2595e-16, 
 9.2821e-03, -1.3525e-15,
                            4.1956e-03])
fir_h.freqz_resp_list([b_hilbert31],[1],'dB',fs=48)
plot([16,16],[-50,2],'r--')
ylim([-60,5])
# ylim([-0.05,.05])
grid()

stem(b_hilbert31,use_line_collection=True)
grid()

b_delay31 = hstack((zeros(15),[1]))
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Problem 1: Analytic Signal Formation  

Start by creating a real 16 kHz sinusoid and look at the two-sided spectrum at the output of 
the real-to-complex filtering scheme in the top of the system block diagram of Figure 2. 
Make note of the attenuation of the negative spectrum relative to the positive spectrum. Use 
psd()  for the spectrum. You will do this in simulation using  kHz, so scale the 

frequency axis accordingly. The vertical axis should start at say -80 dB and stop at 20 dB. 
There is no point is displaying gain levels less that -100 dB. Use a  or greater FFT length 
in the psd() function and at least 10000 points.

I suggest using ss.my_psd()  to make spectrum plots using plot  so you have more 
control of the axes limits
In creating r_p[n]  be aware that the Hilbert FIR may have a 270 deg phase shift as 
opposed to 90 deg, hence the sign used in nforming the analtic signal may need to be 
modified; the plot created below will allow you see this

Using scipy.signal.find_peaks  you can easily see find the dB difference between 
the positive and negative spectral speaks 

# Create two subplots, one over the other to see the spectrum of r[n], 
then r_p[n]
# In the first plot add a small complex value to r[n] so you get a two-
sided plot 
# to match the two-sided plot you will automatically get in the PSD of 
r_P[n]
# For the first plot something like the below works well:
P_r, f = ss.my_psd(r+1j*1e-12,2**12,fs)
plot(f, 10*log10(P_r))

# Your code

# Use the below to make the subplot layout look nice
tight_layout()
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Comments?

Problem 2: Hilbert Filter Frequency Response  

Now that you have seen that the analytic signal is not perfect,i.e.,the negative spectrum is 
not identically zero, plot the frequency response magnitude of the Hilbert filter. You may 
want to use the plotting function, freqz_resp_list([]) , found in 
sk_dsp_comm.fir_design_helper. You can also overlay the delay filter in the same plot,

Zoom in to see the passband ripple, say [-0.05,0.05]. Does this help explain why the negative 
frequencies are not perfectly canceled? Note the filter has  phase shift relative to the 
delay filter across all frequencies.

Problem 3: Mixing with the Analytic Signal  

Now mix the 16 kHz analytic signal   with a complex sinusoid at -16.1 kHz. This should 
frequency translate to the right the spectrum of   by 16.1 kHz. Examine the output 
spectrum at  and also plot a few cycles of the waveform. Explain the two spectral 
components you see in the spectrum plot. Is the waveform plot as expected?

Explain the location of the spectral lines of the input and the output
The output line locations require knowledge of the principle alias when a specral line is 
shifted outside the range [-fs/2, fs/2]
The function ss.prin_alias  will help you explain where is happening
Note: The two spectral lines you see near 16 kHz are at different frequencies! Explain

P_rp,f = ss.my_psd(rp,2**12,fs)
# argument height = -60 sets the detection threshold at -60 dB 
idx_peaks,pk_prop = signal.find_peaks(10*log10(P_rp),height=-60)
print('Spectrum peak peak difference {:6.2f}dB.'\
       
.format(10*log10(P_rp[idx_peaks[1]])-10*log10(P_rp[idx_peaks[0]])))

fir_d.freqz_resp_list([b_delay31,b_hilbert31],[1,1],’dB’)

# Fill in the details

# Fill in the details
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Explain here
Finally plot the imaginary part following the signal multiplier
Is this reasonable?

Explain here

Problem 4: Mixing without the Analytic Signal  

Repeat (3), except now zero out the imaginary part of  , that is eliminate the Hilbert FIR. 
For the DPLL to work properly we desire    to contain only the difference frequency term, 
so what is it that is happening when the Hilbert FIR is removed?

Explain what you see
The power of the analytic signal is very cool; when you don't have what heppens?

Explain here

DDS Object Characterization  
In this exercise you will learn how to work with the DDS object, which is set up to act like a 
discrete-time version of a VCO. The end goal is learning how to set the center frequency and 
understand the calibration of the DDS input.

ss.prin_alias(f_in,fs)

# Fill in details

# Fill in details

# Fill details to create plot
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Problem 5: Basic DDS Signal Generation  

To get started create an instance of the class initializing the center frequency to 0 Hz 
relative to the sampling rate  kHz:
 

Generate 500 samples of the DDS1  output ( DDS1.exp_output() ) and DS1.theta_hat  by 
setting up a for  loop to fill arrays. I suggest initializing the arrays using:

To use the object it is assumed that the first thing you do is read the current state, whether 
it be theta_hat  or using the method exp_output() . Note, the latter is a function, since it 
forces a complex exp trig function call, something you don't want to do without thinking. In a 
real DDS this would involve the use of a look-up table (LUT) that has efficiently stored one 
quarter of a full cos/sin function at a prescribed bit width. The last step is update the 
accumulator to get ready for the next pass through the loop. The update method, 
update(e_dds) , is where you get to load an input and have it scaled by the gain constant 
.

 
For this first test set the input  to a constant on each pass through the loop. Make 
the constant . Make separate plots of theta_hat  and the real part of 
exp_theta_hat , scaling the time axis from samples to ms. You should see the accumulator 

output  ramping positive in a modulo  fashion. In a real DDS the signal would a true 

#fcenter, fs, kc=1, state_init=0
DDS1 = DDS(0,fs) 

theta_hat = zeros(len(n))
exp_theta_hat = zeros(len(n),dtype=complex128)
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-bit accumulator stepping from 0 to  and starting over. Verify that the sinusoid 
frequency is 200 Hz and explain how that relates to the constant input for . It should 
be clear that the accumulator is stepping in radians by the input value times the gain .

Explain here
Does it all make sense?

Problem 6: Using the DDS to Translate 16.1 kHz to 100 Hz  

For the DPLL to lock to a 16 kHz carrier we need to center the DDS output at 16 kHz. When 
the loop is closed, the error signal from the loop filter, , will add or subtract from the 
center frequency phase step a small adjustment value, as needed, to the DDS output phase 

 to allow it to follow the phase of the input carrier phase, . With the loop still open 
create DDS2 , a DDS instance with center frequency set to 16.1 kHz and generate enough 
samples of exp_theta_hat  to multiply times the analytic signal output of Problem 3.  Set 

 for this test. Plot a few cycles of the imaginary part of the output  versus 
time in ms, and verify that you again get a 100 Hz sinusoid. To get the big picture of what 
you are doing at this point, refer again to:

DDS1 = DDS(0,fs)

# See that the initial phase state is zero as exp(j0) = 1
# One line of code here

# Run through 500 iterations of the DDS here

# Plot the DDS theta here 

# Plot the DDS real part of exp_theta_hat here
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Explain/comment on the use of the DDS to do what was done earlier

Phase Detector Characterization  
In this lab exercise you will finally start working with the callback to characterize the phase 
detector gain in terms of the amplitude levels inside the callback for a 175 mV peak input 
sinusoid from the signal generator. The DDS should be set up to produce a 16 kHz complex 
sinusoid when the DDS input is set to zero. By observing the 100 Hz sinusoid at , you will 
then be able to infer the phase detector gain .

Problem 7: Real-Time Mixing with a 16.1 kHz Input  

Configure the Agilent 33250A signal generator found on the bench top or an Analog 
Discovery function generator to produce a 16.1 kHz sinusoid having a peak amplitude of 175 
mV (350 mV p-p) as shown below. The objective here is to have the sinusoid peak amplitude 
in software be about 20,000, so adjust the input amplitude if need be. In the sample Jupyter 
notebook locate the code cell containing the function callback_DPLL  and also see that the 
cell immediately above, with comment tag #Variables used globally , has Nframe , 
fs , and f0  defined as 1024, 48000, and 16000, respectively.

# Write a simple single loop simulation over 2000 samples to obtain 
phi[n] 

# Plot phi[n]
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As a simple pass through test, software connect the array x_im  to the output array y . 
Prepare to run a short real-time test by (i) first finding the device indices that will be your 
input and output audio connects. You will need to run pah.available_devices()  and 
study the listing. A typical macOS display with a USB audio dongle plugged is:

 

 

# Here is a windows available device listing
pah.available_devices()

{0: {'name': 'Microsoft Sound Mapper - Input', 'inputs': 2, 'outputs': 
0},
 1: {'name': 'Microphone (2- USB Audio Device', 'inputs': 1, 'outputs': 
0},
 2: {'name': 'Microphone (Realtek Audio)', 'inputs': 2, 'outputs': 0},
 3: {'name': 'Microsoft Sound Mapper - Output', 'inputs': 0, 'outputs': 
2},
 4: {'name': 'Speakers (2- USB Audio Device)', 'inputs': 0, 'outputs': 
2},
 5: {'name': 'Speakers / Headphones (Realtek ', 'inputs': 0, 'outputs': 
6},
 6: {'name': 'Microphone (Realtek HD Audio Mic input)',
  'inputs': 2,
  'outputs': 0},
 7: {'name': 'Stereo Mix (Realtek HD Audio Stereo input)',
  'inputs': 2,
  'outputs': 0},
 8: {'name': 'Speakers 1 (Realtek HD Audio output with SST)',
  'inputs': 0,
  'outputs': 2},
 9: {'name': 'Speakers 2 (Realtek HD Audio output with SST)',
  'inputs': 0,
  'outputs': 6},
 10: {'name': 'PC Speaker (Realtek HD Audio output with SST)',
  'inputs': 2,
  'outputs': 0},
 11: {'name': 'Speakers (USB Audio Device)', 'inputs': 0, 'outputs': 2},
 12: {'name': 'Microphone (USB Audio Device)', 'inputs': 1, 'outputs': 
0}}
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In this Windows case the USB audio device input is Index 1  and output is Index 4 . Note: 
I have experienced having to set Index 5  because the audio was coming out on the PC 
speakers with Index 4  instead of the USB audio device which is driving the Analog 
Discovery scope. 

Set Up Globals  

Get variables used globally in place for the remaining lab questions
Some items such as the phase detector gain will be back filled in with the measured 
value once it is measured 

Define GUI Controls  

Useful controls for DPLL test are defined below. You may wish to add others. See: the 
widgets list.

Define a slider to set the center frequency of DDS1
A switch to open and close the loop
A text box to display strings and numerical values from the loop
A selector to select the loop signal to be sent to the output channel

# Variables used globally
Nframe = 1024
fs = 48000
f0 = 16000
# Filter state arrays
zi_hilbert31 = signal.lfiltic(b_hilbert31,1,[0])
zi_delay31 = signal.lfiltic(b_delay31,1,[0])
# Instaniate a report_status object if desired, more for later, but shown
# here since some ipywidgets are introduced to get started with 
instrumenting
# the callback function. 
status1 = report_status(fs,1.0,Nframe)

# 

# More initialization will follow here later when the full DPLL is 
assembled 

DDS_quiescent = widgets.FloatSlider(
                description = 'DDS f0', 
                continuous_update = True,
                value = 16000.0,
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Define a Call Back for the DPLL  

This call back will be used for all of the remaining experiments, but will initially be 
configured without feedback
The globals insure access to objects in and outside the callback
Of special importance are the filter states, but objects have states to maintain as well, 
such as the DDS and accumulator for the loop filter

                min = 15000.0, 
                max = 17000.0, 
                step = 1.0, 
                orientation = 'vertical'
                )
Loop_open = widgets.Checkbox(
            value=False,
            description='Open the Loop',
            disabled=False
            )
DPLL_status = widgets.Text(
              value='Ready to Display',
              placeholder='Type something',
              description='Status:',
              disabled=False
              )
Output_signal = widgets.RadioButtons(
                options=['phi', 'DDS', 'x_im', 'input'],
                value='phi',
                description='Output:',
                disabled=False
                )
# Uncomment below to see what we have created; use the below code
# Ultimately display the widgets when you create the DSP_IO object
# widgets.HBox([DDS_quiescent,widgets.VBox([Loop_open,
#               DPLL_status,Output_signal])])

# define a DPLL callback
def callback_DPLL(in_data, frame_count, time_info, status):
    global Nframe, status1 #, DDS1, acc1
    global DDS_quiescent, Loop_open, DPLL_status, Output_signal
    global b_delay31, b_hilbert31, zi_delay31, zi_hilbert31
    DSP_IO.DSP_callback_tic()
    # convert byte data to ndarray
    in_data_nda = np.frombuffer(in_data, dtype=np.int16)
    #***********************************************
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    # Convert signed integer data to float
    x = in_data_nda.astype(float32)
    #y = x # pass input to output
    # Begin DSP code here     
    #***********************************************
    # Hilbert transform the real signal input into an
    # analytic signal (complex) having only a positive 
    # frequency spectrum.
    # Each filter state/(memory), zi_delay31 and zi_hilbert31, must be 
    # maintained from frame-to-frame.
#     x_re, zi_delay31 = signal.lfilter(b_delay31,1,x,zi=zi_delay31)
#     x_im, zi_hilbert31 = 
signal.lfilter(b_hilbert31,1,x,zi=zi_hilbert31)
    # Form analytic signal
    # ??
    # Define an output array:
    y = zeros_like(x)
    # Change the DDS quiescent frequency
#     DDS1.set_fcenter(DDS_quiescent.value)
    # Sample-by-sample processing to implement
    # DPLL feedback to avoid serious latency issues
    # //////////////////////////////////////////////
    for k in range(Nframe):
        # Define the DPLL algorithm here
        
        
        # Collect variable(s) to pass to the output
        # Options include: phi, DDS output, input, or others you may 
derive
        if Output_signal.value == 'phi':
#             y[k] = phi
            y[k] = 0 # dummy output
        elif Output_signal.value == 'DDS':
            # Scale to some reasonable int16 like display value
            y[k] = 10000*real(DDS1.output_exp())
        elif Output_signal.value == 'x_im':
            y[k] = x_im[k]
        else: #default to input case
            y[k] = x[k]
    # ///////////////////////////////////////////////
    status1.update()
    if status1.trigger:
        DPLL_status.value = r'y_LF = {:6.4f}'.format(y_LF)
#     y = x
    # Save data for later analysis
    # accumulate a new frame of samples
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The argument 2 allows the capture buffer to retain 2s of audio samples. Connect an 
oscilloscope to the left audio output. There are cables in the lab that convert 3.5mm to BNC 
for direct input to the bench-top scope. With the analog discovery you will need to make 
your own interface or consider buying: http://store.digilentinc.com/bnc-adapter-board-for-t
he-analog-discovery/. Now run a short 2s test in the cell below where your instantiated the 
object.

The command commented out is a fall-back should the ipywidgets not be working on your 
system. Assuming that interactive_stream  works when you run the cell, you will get two 
buttons as shown in. Now you can click the Start Streaming  button and you will capture 
2s of input. If you run thread_stream(0)  processing runs forever, but you will be able halt 
the thread by issuing the command DSP_IO.stop_stream()  in another cell. 

Make the capture!

    DSP_IO.DSP_capture_add_samples(y) 
    #***********************************************
    # Convert from float back to int16
    y = y.astype(int16)
    DSP_IO.DSP_callback_toc()
    # Convert ndarray back to bytes
    #return (in_data_nda.tobytes(), pyaudio.paContinue)
    return y.tobytes(), pah.pyaudio.paContinue

DSP_IO = pah.DSP_io_stream(callback_DPLL,0,0,Nframe,fs,Tcapture=0)
DSP_IO.interactive_stream(0)
widgets.HBox([DDS_quiescent,widgets.VBox([Loop_open,
              DPLL_status,Output_signal])])
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The call above can be used to make a plot of the capture. You should see a 16.1 kHz 
discrete-time sinusoid sampled at 48 kHz. You may need to adjust Nstart  and/or Npts . 
You probably did not see much on the scope, so now you will rerun the test by setting 
Tcapture = 10  to 0  in the DSP_IO  instantiation cell, and in the interactive_stream  

cell set the argument to 0  which means run forever. No timing and waveform capture will 
be made, but when you click Start Streaming you can start making adjustments on the scope 
to see what should be a 16.1 kHz output sinusoid (remember you are just passing the 
imaginary part of the analytic signal directly to the output). Stop streaming before moving on.

Comments?

Problem 8: Open-Loop Phase Detector Output  

That was easy, now its time to do more serious coding in the callback. Because the callback 
brings a frame of samples to be processed, all off the code you write for the rest of the 
DPLL will mostly be inside a for  loop as  you will need to do sample-by-sample 
processing for the phase detector, DDS, and loop filter. The good news is the state variables 
of the DDS object and the loop filter accumulator are managed by the object and are held as 
Python globals.
 
Instantiate a DDS object in the globals cell above the callback. Configure the object for a 
center frequency of 15 kHz. In the callback set up a loop to run over Nframe  samples and 
inside the loop configure the DDS object to multiply samples of the array z  by 
DDS1.output_exp() . Call this working variable phi . Also, following the DPLL block 

diagram take the imaginary part. At this point you are writing code to run open loop, which 
means the input to the DDS should be zero. Before you exit the for  loop be sure to copy 
phi  into elements of the out array y . Since y  does not exist, you will have to allocate 

space for it before enter the loop: y = zeros_like(x)  works.
 
Run the stream and see that the scope is outputting a 100 Hz sinusoid. Then reconfigure 
DDS1  for a short capture and run the stream to fill the capture buffer. Plot a short section 

of the capture buffer and see that you here also have a 100 Hz sinusoid (discrete-time 
version).

# Make a quick plot of 5000 samples, t in ms
plot(arange(5000)/48,DSP_IO.data_capture[:5000])

grid();

# Save a capture to CSV if you wish
savetxt('capture_save_name.csv',DSP_IO.data_capture,delimiter=',')
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Comment?

Problem 9: Measuring  

Finally, the sinusoid you have in the capture buffer from Problem 8 is a time varying version 
of the phase detector. You need to record the slope of the sinusoid as . Explain why this is 
true.

We use the 2s capture from Problem 7 to find the peak-to-peak value of phi[n]  and 
then divide by two get the peak value, less and DC bias
The sinusoidal phase detector (PD) response is of the form

The slope of the PD at  is the derivative

Thus the PD gain is a calkculated below:

Save this value for use in the globals one the closed-loop is configured
An itial guess might be 20000. Why?

Second Order DPLL with Lead-Lag Loop Filter  

# Save capture if desired
savetxt('capture_save_100.csv',DSP_IO.data_capture,delimiter=',')

# Bring in an Analog Discovery Screenshot if desired
Image('AD_capture_name.png',width='85%') # note scaling does not work in 
Jupyter Lab
# or in a markdown cell use
<img src="AD_capture_name.png" width="80%"> # Scaling works here

# See that you have a 100 Hz sinusoid by plotting it using a ms time axis

# Phase detector Gain
kd_meas = # your code
print('kd_meas = %5.2f V/rad' % kd_meas)
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With component testing completed, now its time to complete the code for the DPLL. The 
loop filter takes the form:

The coefficients  and  can be found using the equations in notes Chapter 3 and the  
and  constants determined or set earlier in this lab.

To reiterate from earlier discussions, the design from the analog characteristics perspective 
is to choose:  rad/s and  at a nominal center frequency of 15 kHz. 
Unless told otherwise all tests should be performed with  kHz with the peak input 
amplitude being 175 mV (350 mV p-p). The intent of the 175 mV peak input is to have a peak 
amplitude out of the phase detector in software ( int_16  to  float conversion) of about 
20,000. Make input level changes if needed.

Problem 10: Calculating the Loop Constants  

Determine values for the loop filter coefficients to achieve the desired  rad/s 
and . These coefficients need to be stored in the globals cell above the callback. 
Make sure the variables are declared global in callback_DPLL .

The code is contained in the globals  cell introduced much earlier in this notebook 
The code is repeated here:

Problem 11: Writing the DPLL Sample Code for the
Callback

 

Inside the callback for  loop complete the software that will close the loop.

The code contained in the callback is the following:

# Variables used globally
Nframe = 1024
fs = 48000
f0 = 16000
# Add more code as needed

    ...
    # Here is where I document the code added to the callback under 
Problem 7
    ...
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Problem 12: Verifying that the Loop Locks  

Does it lock? Run a test by streaming indefinitely so you can watch things on the scope and 
see that the loop locks. When the loop locks the phase error should be a flat line with a little 
bit of noise. If you move the input frequency around the loop may momentarily jump out-of-
lock, but then should pull back in rather quickly.

Yes it ?
To give the loop some work try starting 16 kHz and DDS quiesent frequency at say 16.2 
kHz
Show the loop pulling in between samples n1 and n2

Problem 13: Estimating Loop Parameters from the Frequency
Step Response

 

With the loop locked to the 16 kHz carrier move and configure the input generator as shown 
in Figure~\ref{FM source configuration} to produce square wave FM with a peak deviation of 
75 Hz at a rate of 10 Hz. On the Analog Discovery this frequency deviation is achieved with a 
modulation index of 0.5\% relative to the carrier of 16 kHz. On the MSO-X 6004A one of the 
two built-in signal generator can be configured similar to the 33600A.

The shape of the positive pulse should match the known frequency step response of a type II 
DPLL. Your job is to verify this by performing a least-squares curve fit that minimizes the 
error between the measured response and the known theory for a particular  and . This 
optimization will allow you see how close you came to meeting your design requirements. 
Python code that implements this estimation technique is given in Listing~2. The critical code 
engine is the use of scipy.optimize.minimize .

DSP_IO  captures are made with the squarewave modulation present
The screen-shot from the Analog Discovery is initially used to shown the 10 Hz 
squarewave FM response, which contains the frequency step response

# Save to CSV if you wish
savetxt('capture_save_16k_pullin.csv',DSP_IO.data_capture,delimiter=',')

# Plot of pull-in taken by plotting a key portion DSP_IO.data_capture
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A 2s capture is made, and saved, for further analysis

Write an Objective Function for Fitting via MSE in Terms of  and  

I give you the function below
You just need to use it with your collected step response
This function fits the known theoretical frequency step response (recall Set 3) by tuning 

 and  to achieve the minmum error

# Bring in an Analog Discovery Screenshot
Image('AD_capture_name.png',width='85%') # note scaling does not work in 
Jupyter Lab
# or in a markdown cell use
<img src="AD_capture_name.png" width="80%"> # Scaling works here

# Save for future reference if yiou desire
savetxt('sq_FM_capture.csv',DSP_IO.data_capture[n1:n2],delimiter=',')

# Plot the interval, this is how Figure 9 in the Lab Reader was obtained

# Bound a pulse from the capture buffer and save it for post processing
# savetxt('sq_FM_capture.csv',DSP_IO.data_capture[3200:3200+1500],
#          delimiter=',')
phi_capture = loadtxt('sq_FM_capture.csv',delimiter=',',
                       skiprows=8,usecols=(0,),unpack=True)

# Fine tune the pulse starting point and duration
# Replot as needed to confirm it looks like a step response starting at 
# the first index

# Use the minimize function in scipy.optimize to minimize a 
# scalar function of the variables fn (wn/2/pi) and zeta
from scipy.optimize import minimize

# Frequency Step MSE Objective function
def type2DPLL_Df_step_MSE(x,phi_meas,make_plot):
    n = arange(len(phi_meas))
    fs = 48000
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Finally perform the minimization to fit the theoretical frequency step response as a 
function of  and  to the measured response

Comment on your results

    Dfa_by_fs = 75/fs
    wn = 2*pi*x[0]
    theta = 2*pi*Dfa_by_fs*n*ss.dstep(n)
    zeta = x[1]
    wn_by_fs = wn/fs
    k1 = 2*zeta*wn_by_fs + wn_by_fs**2/2
    k2 = wn_by_fs**2
    b = signal.convolve([1,-1],[1,-1])
    a = [1, -(2-k1), (1 - k1 + k2)]
    phi_thy = signal.lfilter(b,a,theta)
    mse = sum((phi_meas/max(phi_meas) - phi_thy/max(phi_thy))**2)
    if make_plot:
        plot(phi_meas/max(phi_meas))
        plot(phi_thy/max(phi_thy))
        legend((r'Measured',r'Theory'),loc='best')
        grid();
    return mse

# Perform the minimization with initial guess: [fn,zeta] = [100,0.5]
res = minimize(type2DPLL_Df_step_MSE, [100,0.5], args=(phi_meas,0), 
               method='Nelder-Mead', tol=1e-8)

#res # res shows all the results of the optimization
res.x # res.x just gives the final results for the variables in x
print('Estimated Values for wn and zeta:')
print('wn_hat = 2pi*%3.2f rad/s and zeta_hat = %1.3f' % \
      (res.x[0],res.x[1]))

Estimated Values for wn and zeta:
wn_hat = 2pi*92.50 rad/s and zeta_hat = 0.646
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Problem 14: Estimating Loop Parameters Using Sinusoidal
FM

 

Consider a frequency domain approach to estimating  and  from the sinusoidal FM 
response of the loop. When the carrier modulation is a sinusoid, the input signal takes the 
form

where the sinusoidal frequency modulation has radian frequency  and peak frequency 
deviation .
 
Under steady state conditions the DPLL loop error signal is approximately  that of the APLL, 
except in discrete-time form, thus  is of the form

Assuming your are passing  out through the audio DAC, you can observe  on the 
scope directly

As the modulation frequency is varied the peak amplitude of the waveform observed on the 
scope is simply (notes Chapter 3 p. 3--109)

We also know that  is maximized when  and the maximum value is given by

# Check the final results
type2DPLL_Df_step_MSE([92.5, 0.646],phi_meas,1)
title(r'Frequency Step Response: $\omega_n = 2\pi\times 100$ rad/s and 
$\zeta = 0.707$')
ylabel(r'Phase Error $\phi[n]$')
xlabel(r'Samples');
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If we define  and  as the upper and lower 3 dB frequencies with respect to the 
maximum value of , then it can be shown that
\begin{align}
    \omega{n}^{2}  &  =  \Omega^{\prime} \Omega^{\prime\prime}\
    2\zeta\omega{n}  &  =  \Omega^{\prime} - \Omega^{\prime\prime}%
\end{align}
Thus experimentally measure  and  using the scope measurement capabilities, and 
obtain estimates of  and . The carrier generator (function) generator settings should be 
the same as Task 13, except the modulation waveform is change from being a square wave 
to sinusoid. You vary the FM modulation frequency, which earlier was 10 Hz. The peak 
observed in the  signal should occur around 100 Hz. The 3dB down amplitudes which 
correspond to  and  are when the amplitude is 0.707 times the peak amplitude. 
Compare these estimate with time domain approach of Task 13.

As described above, the modulation frequency is varied to find the 3dB frequencies 
relative to the frequency giving the maximum output
The experimental  and  values are then calculated

The results are reasonable 

Problem 15: Lock Range of the First-Order Loop  

In this final exercise you will start by setting . Now the loop is 1st-order type I. The 
loop lock range is not theoretically infinite anymore, as the loop filter integrator is gone. 
Setting the linear model aside for the moment, we know that the output of the phase 
detector is . The -curve shape of the sinusoidal phase detector takes on its 
extreme values when . Thus the phase ramp (frequency step) input to the 1st-order 
loop, when normalized by the loop gain , must be less than  or 
\begin{align}
    \Delta\theta &= \frac{2\pi \Delta f_a/f_s}{k_1} < \sin(\pi/2) = 1  \
    \text{or}\quad \Delta f_a &< \frac{f_s k_1}{2\pi}\ \text{(Hz)}
\end{align}
Find the range the loop remains locked (with ) by varying the input frequency above 
and below 16 kHz. The carrier generator here has FM modulation turned off. Record the 
upper and frequencies just before the loop breaks lock and see how close they come to

# 2nd-Order Wn and zeta from FM Sinusoidal FM measurements
# Fill in your raw data and calculate the estimates and print
print('wn_thy = 2pi x %3.2f rad/s and zeta_meas = %1.2f' %\
      (wn_meas/2/pi,zeta_meas))
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and thus establish the lock range close to the theoretical limit of 

In the screenshot below we see a beat-note at about ? Hz, meaning the loop is 
unlocked, when the input freuency is set to 16.15 kHz
Fine adjustment of the input frdquency above and below 16 kHz yields the lock range in 
the cell following the screenshot

# Bring in an Analog Discovery Screenshot
Image('AD_capture_name.png',width='85%') # note scaling does not work in 
Jupyter Lab
# or in a markdown cell use
<img src="AD_capture_name.png" width="80%"> # Scaling works here

# 1st-order Lock Range measured versus theory calculations:
Df_thy = ?
Df_meas = ?
print('Single-Sided First-Order Loop Lock Range')
print('Df_thy = %4.2f Hz' % Df_thy)
print('Df_meas = %4.2f Hz' % Df_meas)
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